Stand For H.E.R.

Health Equity Revolution

BECOME A PART OF NAVIGATION NATION
OUR SUPPORTIVE, INTERACTIVE “Navigation Nation”
learning community is designed to enhance professional
skills, provide a peer network and emotional support system
and give navigators tools and resources to meet the needs of
those experiencing breast cancer inequities.

WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE?
Patient navigators or those who are doing navigation in the following ways:
•
•
•
•

Community Health Workers
Care Coordinators
Case Managers
Social Workers

•
•
•
•

Nurse Navigators
Medical Assistants
Providers
All Patient-Facing Roles

JOIN OUR TRAINING COMMUNITY
and help address breast cancer inequities
LEARN MORE

New Cohorts Start Regularly

WHAT IS PATIENT
NAVIGATION?
Patient navigation addresses
health inequities by eliminating
an individual’s barriers
to quality care – helping
patients effectively navigate
a fragmented health care
system.

HOW WILL THIS
TRAINING BENEFIT ME?
Graduates will receive a
certification of
completion, a virtual
graduation and ongoing
networking and learning
opportunities.

NAVIGATION NATION
SUMMIT:

WHAT CAN I EXPECT FROM THE TRAINING PROGRAM?
• T
 his self-paced program includes a core curriculum from George
Washington University’s Patient Navigation Training Program and
additional content developed by Susan G. Komen that features
strategies, tools and resources for navigating patients in diverse
populations.
• Course topics include:
° Breast Cancer 101
° Overview of Patient Navigation
° Basics of Health Care
° Basics of Patient Navigation
° Navigating Black Patients Through Racism and Bias in Health Care

To learn more about the Racism
and Bias in Health Care Course,
please SEE OTHER SIDE.

As part of our Navigation
Nation community, you are
invited to Komen’s Navigation
Nation Summit: Navigating
a Path to Health Equity. This
free, virtual education event
takes place in Fall 2022 and
will arm navigators with
strategies to dismantle barriers
and other factors contributing
to health inequities.

CONTACT
NavigationNation@komen.org
with enrollment information
and questions.
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Komen’s Patient
Navigation Training
Program:
Racism & Bias in
Health Care Course*
COURSE DETAILS:
• Can be taken on its own or as part of
Komen’s Patient Navigation Training
Program curriculum
• Takes approximately one hour to
complete
° Doesn’t have to be taken all at
one time
(you can log in/out of portal)
• Describes how to leverage tools and
resources to better advocate for
Black patients
WHAT DOES THE COURSE FEATURE?
• An interactive timeline highlighting
the historical context behind racism
in health care
• The different levels of racism and
how they might manifest in health
care
• Interactive exercises for addressing
barriers
• Case studies to put lessons learned
into action
• A toolkit for navigators to support
implementation after the course
• Reflection questions
* This module is available for a non-navigator
audience as well, titled “Racism & Bias: The
Black Health Care Experience.”

For more information and/or to enroll please visit the Interactive Learning Page.

